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Briefing for PWSRCAC Board of Directors – September 2012 
 
INFORMATION ITEM 
 
 Sponsor: Alyeska and Mark Swanson 
 Project number and name or topic: 500-Terminal Operations Program 
  Alyeska Presentation on Pig Incident 
 
1. Description of agenda item:  Alyeska officials will provide a briefing and 
discussion of a cleaning pig that diverted into relief piping in the east metering 
building at the Valdez Marine Terminal on or about 10 May 2012.  Efforts to recover 
the pig and reestablish normal operations including the resumption of routine pigging 
were both extensive and protracted.  During the pig recovery and relief valve 
restoration efforts, system operation was maintained through an established alternate 
route.   PWSRCAC staff was briefed on the incident by both Alyeska and by regulators 
at the time.  Alyeska will provide a high level summary of its efforts to manage the 
incident.  
 
Background:  Alyeska uses scraper pigs to remove wax and other debris that may 
accumulate in the pipeline.  Because wax and debris have the potential to adversely 
affect the operation of valves and other equipment controlling flow of oil, Alyeska runs 
scraper pigs through the mainline about once every eleven days.  In May, a pig 
approaching the Valdez Marine Terminal happened to be forced into a section of 
piping buried under reinforced concrete rather than continuing on to its intended 
destination, the VMT’s pig trap.  That section of piping was the header piping for the 
relief system.   From subsequent investigatory efforts, the pig appears to be located at 
the tail end of the relief header piping, blocking flow through one of the four relief 
valves.  Alyeska has not attempted to extract the pig from the header as the piping is 
encased in several feet of concrete and one of the relief valves remains blanked-off and 
presumably blocked.  Initially, regulators permitted Alyeska to continue moving oil 
into the terminal by using a long standing alternate operating procedure that does not 
require the relief or backpressure system for safe operation.  Once the relief system 
was confirmed operational with three relief valves, normal routing of oil was resumed.   
Regulators were engaged throughout the process  
 
2. Why is this item important to PWSRCAC: Crude oil piping upstream of the 
relief valves and back pressure control valves in the VMT and upstream towards 
Thompson Pass is normally highly pressurized.  A pressure differential across the pig 
pushes the pig down the pipeline.   
 
This incident highlights the vulnerabilities associated with routine pig operations in 
close proximity to system critical safety equipment.  It also highlights the difficulties 
and vulnerabilities associated with inaccessible buried piping.   Measures aimed at 
addressing these vulnerabilities may have application in other areas of the VMT.  
 
3. Previous actions taken by the Board on this item: None 
 
4. Committee Recommendation: TOEM and other Committees have received 
multiple and detailed briefings on status of the pig.   
 
5. Action Requested of the Board of Directors: None, item is for information only.   
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6. Attachments: None  


